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PCHand Screen Capture Serial Key is a super capture helper that allows you to capture with different
types. Here, we offer 7 capture modes, including Rectangle, Fixed Rectangle, Full Screen, Windows,

Scrolling Window, Active Windows, etc. Using PCHand Screen Capture you can not only capture
anything on the screen, but also edit the captured images with the powerful build-in editor to satisfy

your own needs. With PCHand Screen Capture, you will find capturing can’t be any easier. It is
excellent screen capture software, which allows not only capturing anything you see on the screen

with flexible capturing profile, but also editing the captured images with the powerful build-in editor.
It’s easy to use, even for a novice! This splendid screen capture software provides different

capturing modes, including Capture Rectangle, Capture Fixed Rectangle, Capture Full Screen,
Capture Windows / Project, Capture Scrolling Window, Capture Active Window. Besides, we furnish
multi-choice for output for better saving your captured images, such as Image Editor, Clipboard,

Image File, MS Word, MS PowerPoint and Email. If you are not satisfied with the captured images, the
built-in Image Editor will do a great help! It’s available for optimizing your images with professional
effects, text, decorations, etc. No limited to only 7 profiles, you could create more for any capture

possibilities according to your needs without any difficulties. For instance, you will be able to capture
an active window then automatically save the screenshot as a PNG format file. Common features of
PCHand Screen Capture: Support capture both SWF and non SWF URL format. Support capture both

static URL and dynamic URL. Support capture any URL’s link via its black bar. You can use the
tracking function to capture the URL from the page you are viewing. User-friendly interface. It’s easy
to use, even for a novice. Support capture windows, Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, and so on.

You could view the console of the captured page, allowing you to capture the error message. Select
the capturing type to capture the objects on the screen. Capturing images as PNG or JPG format.

Support all common web browsers, including Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Opera, and
so on. Support batch capturing. Support multi-capturing to capture multiple URLs at one time. You
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can capture still images as well as video

PCHand Screen Capture PC/Windows [2022-Latest]

1. Easy Screen Capture – Capture anything on the screen, such as web site, game, shopping, people,
video, etc. 2. Create Multiple Profiles – Use 7 capture profiles, including Capture Rectangle, Capture
Fixed Rectangle, Capture Full Screen, Capture Windows / Project, Capture Scrolling Window, Capture

Active Window. 3. Image Editor – Add Text, Graphics, and More Effects to your images. 4. Save to
Clipboard, Image File, MS Word, MS PowerPoint & Email. 5. Automatically Save Screenshot as PNG
format for better image quality. 6. Run any time without installation. PCHand Screen Capture is a

super capture helper that allows you to capture with different types. Here, we offer 7 capture modes,
including Rectangle, Fixed Rectangle, Full Screen, Windows, Scrolling Window, Active Windows, etc.

Using PCHand Screen Capture you can not only capture anything on the screen, but also edit the
captured images with the powerful build-in editor to satisfy your own needs. With PCHand Screen
Capture, you will find capturing can’t be any easier. It is excellent screen capture software, which
allows not only capturing anything you see on the screen with flexible capturing profile, but also

editing the captured images with the powerful build-in editor. It’s easy to use, even for a novice! This
splendid screen capture software provides different capturing modes, including Capture Rectangle,

Capture Fixed Rectangle, Capture Full Screen, Capture Windows / Project, Capture Scrolling Window,
Capture Active Window. Besides, we furnish multi-choice for output for better saving your captured
images, such as Image Editor, Clipboard, Image File, MS Word, MS PowerPoint and Email. If you are

not satisfied with the captured images, the built-in Image Editor will do a great help! It’s available for
optimizing your images with professional effects, text, decorations, etc. No limited to only 7 profiles,
you could create more for any capture possibilities according to your needs without any difficulties.

For instance, you will be able to capture an active window then automatically save the screenshot as
a PNG format file. PCHand Screen Capture Description: 1. Easy Screen Capture – Capture anything

on the screen, such as web site, game, shopping, people, video, etc. 2. Create Multiple Profiles – Use
7 capture profiles, including Capture Rectangle, Capture Fixed Rectangle, Capture Full Screen,

Capture Windows b7e8fdf5c8
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* If you want to capture the entire screen, you can use the rectangle, window, and even scrolling
window profile. * A series of capture profiles are provided to match most of the users’ needs. * Its
sophisticated capturing profile allows you to capture several photos from different angles, including
top-down, bottom-up, and side-to-side. * It’s easy to save screenshots to any image formats in
different sizes and resolutions. * You could also edit the captured images with the built-in Image
Editor, such as adding watermark, selection, text, filters, and cropping. PCHand Screen Capture
Features: * It could capture the main area of the screen, including the desktop, web-page, and a
selected part. * The built-in Image Editor could help you to edit the captured images through
powerful tools, such as filters, selection, cropping, watermark, etc. * You could also add the image
effect on the captured images. * The quality and size of the captured images are adjustable. * For
better performance, the Windows OS/Activation is supported. AccurateFinder Scanner Pro 1.1.0
AccurateFinder Scanner Pro is a professional desktop scanner & magnifying glass. With this free
desktop tool you can quickly and easily scan a printed document, copy a printed document or create
an exact copy of a printed document. 123 Barcode Studio 2.6.8 123 Barcode Studio is the first
Windows application for creating, editing and printing barcodes. It works as a barcode generator and
printer and also allows you to encode textual, numeric or alphanumeric information in your barcode.
360 Screenshot Maker 2.7.2 360 Screenshot Maker is a free image editor to create screen-captures
of your Windows PC's desktop. With it you can take screenshots of the whole Windows desktop, or
parts of it, such as windows, program menu, buttons, scroll bars and more. Full Screen Capture 4.8.3
Full Screen Capture is a screenshot software application that is designed to be used for capturing
any portion of your screen, with a simple single mouse click. You can capture the whole desktop, a
selected portion, or an active window. Industry Nine Dot 1.3 Industry Nine Dot is a system that
allows you to connect and use external input/output devices and it also has a list

What's New in the?

• Supports most of the common formats (e.g. BMP, JPG, GIF, PNG, TIFF, PCX, XCF, PSD, etc.) •
Supports most of the window types (e.g. Rectangle, Fixed Rectangle, Full Screen, Window, Scrolling
Window, Active Window, etc.) • Supports multi-screen mode • Supports Drag & Drop • Supports
saving images to Clipboard, Email or Image File • Supports Image Editor and other multi-choices for
saving the captured images • Supports much more! Please do not hesitate to see PCHand Screen
Capture fully. It’s a very powerful software. PCHand Screen Capture Features: – Captures: With
PCHand Screen Capture, you can capture anything that you can see on your screen! It supports
capturing of various types. Besides, you can capture multi-screen mode! – Full Screen: Capture the
full screen with the multi-capture windows. – Fixed Rectangle: You can capture the specific area at a
fixed position by setting the destination as the middle point of the area. – Rectangle: Capture the
fixed part of the screen with the specific size. – Active Window: Capture the specific window only. –
Scrolling Window: With the scrolling feature, you can capture a specific view in the window you want
without the window scroll. – Window: Captures the size of the window. – Clipboard: You can use
PCHand Screen Capture to capture, save and edit the clipboard images on the Windows system. –
Image Editor: Capture the images with the real-time image editor. You can create professional
graphics for your needs. – Text: Capture the text information. – Image File: Save the captured
images to the Image File. – Email: Send the captured images by email. – Word: Make a screenshot
for MS Word. – PowerPoint: Save the captured images as PPT files. – Other multi-choices: A lot of
other multi-choices are available to save the captured images. – Backup and Restore: You can easily
backup the captured images on Windows, or you can restore the captured images from the backed
up one. – Easy to use, even for the novice! Capture Desktop is a wonderful image capture software
program that allows you to snap a photo of what is on the screen. It does so using a unique color
spectrum-based system
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 10 Processor: i7 3.5 Ghz Memory: 8 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660 DirectX: 11.0
Network: Broadband Internet connection Hard Drive: 3.5 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX
Compatible Additional Notes: This game is made using Unreal Engine 4, including the graphics,
menus, game content, and more. This means that the game works better on the latest generation of
PC hardware, as well as on all Microsoft Windows
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